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In this study, pressures of �5 to �8 MPa were applied to organic light emitting diodes containing

either evaporated molybdenum trioxide (MoO3) or spin-coated poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene)

doped with poly(styrene sulphonate) (PEDOT:PSS) hole-injection layers (HILs). The threshold

voltages for both devices were reduced by about half, after the application of pressure.

Furthermore, in an effort to understand the effects of pressure treatment, finite element simulations

were used to study the evolution of surface contact between the HIL and emissive layer (EML)

under pressure. The blister area due to interfacial impurities was also calculated. This was shown

to reduce by about half, when the applied pressures were between �5 and 8 MPa. The finite

element simulations used Young’s modulus measurements of MoO3 that were measured using the

nanoindentation technique. They also incorporated measurements of the adhesion energy between

the HIL and EML (measured by force microscopy during atomic force microscopy). Within a

fracture mechanics framework, the implications of the results are then discussed for the

pressure-assisted fabrication of robust organic electronic devices. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4881780]

I. INTRODUCTION

Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) are layered

structures that usually consist of successive organic layers

that are stacked between a metallic cathode and an inorganic

anode1 (Fig. 1). The diode is usually built on a transparent

substrate (such as glass) that eventually forms the display

through which the emitted light is observed. On top of this

substrate, there is a layer of highly conductive and transpar-

ent indium tin oxide (ITO), which forms the anode of the

diode. Above the ITO anode, there is a thin layer of material

that is used to facilitate hole-injection from the anode into

the active layer. In most cases, poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythio-

phene) doped with poly(styrene sulphonate) (PEDOT:PSS)

is widely used as a hole-injection layer (HIL) material. Next,

the emissive layer (EML) of the OLED is deposited. To

complete the diodes, conventional shadow masks are used to

deposit a patterned aluminum layer to form the cathode.

However, the widely used hole-injection layer material,

PEDOT:PSS, is not chemically stable.2 The chemical reac-

tions that occur at the interfaces between PEDOT:PSS and

other layer can result in degradation of the OLEDs.2 Also, its

relatively limited work function hinders charge injection into

organic materials with large ionization energy.3 This has

stimulated recent interest in the potential applications of

transition metal oxides (TMOs), such as molybdenum triox-

ide (MoO3), tungsten trioxide (WO3), nickel oxide (NiO), or

vanadium pentoxide (V2O5), as potential candidates to

replace PEDOT:PSS in OLEDs,4–6 organic photovoltaic

(OPV) cells,2,7 and organic thin film transistors (OTFT).8 As

novel HIL materials, TMOs can minimize charge injection

barriers at organic semiconductor interfaces.9 Hence, TMOs

can lower operating voltages, while improving device effi-

ciency. Furthermore, they have good optical transparency in

the visible range, moderate conductivity, and low thermal

evaporation temperature.9

A number of researchers10–16 have studied the effects of

pressure on the fabrication and performance of organic elec-

tronic devices. Kim et al.10 observed that OLEDs fabricated

after pressure treatment exhibited a notable increase in

FIG. 1. Schematic of the pressure treatment for the pressure-assisted OLED

fabrication process. The device was made with the MoO3 or PEDOT:PSS as

HIL material. The SAM coated anvil was pressed onto the device to add a

pressure and then lifted from the device to remove the pressure.

0021-8979/2014/115(23)/233703/9/$30.00 VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC115, 233703-1
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luminance intensity and current efficiency, when compared

with pressure-free diodes. This result was later confirmed by

Fina et al.11 Other researchers12,13 have also reported

improvements on the current density, photoluminescence, and

electroluminescence, when pressure is applied to the OLEDs.

Kim and Forrest14 found that the pressures required to fabri-

cate OLEDs could be 1000 times smaller when flexible poly-

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamps are used in cold welding

processes instead of rigid silicon stamps. Cao et al.15 have

also used finite element simulations to show that, in cold

welding processes, soft stamps are expected to deform easily

around dust particles at relatively low pressures. However,

considerably higher pressures are needed to deform stiff

stamps over similar contact areas. In the case of lamination

processes, the evolution of the contact profiles around dust

particles has also been studied in our prior work,16 in which

numerical simulations were used to study the effects of pres-

sure on conventional OLEDs that are relevant to displays.

In this study, OLEDs are fabricated with the novel hole-

injection layer material, MoO3. For comparison, they are also

fabricated with a more conventional hole-injection layer mate-

rial, PEDOT:PSS. Subsequently, the effects of pressure are

studied by applying pressure to fabricated OLED structures

with MoO3 or PEDOT:PSS hole-injection layers. The

current-voltage characteristics of both the MoO3-based and

PEDOT:PSS-based OLED structures are shown to be signifi-

cantly improved by pressure treatment. Furthermore, in an

effort to understand the underlying causes of the effects of pres-

sure treatment, numerical finite element simulations are used to

study the contacts between layers in the OLED structures.

These utilize measurements of layer mechanical properties

(Young’s moduli and adhesion energies) that are obtained,

respectively, using nanoindentation and atomic force micro-

scopy techniques. These are incorporated into finite element

models that were used for the simulation of the pressure-

assisted OLED fabrication process. The models explore the

effects of applied pressure on OLED structures with dust par-

ticles interposed between the hole-injection and emissive

layers. They also show that pressure effects (on the electrical

properties of OLEDs) can be explained by the increase in inter-

facial contact area that occurs under pressure. The implications

of the current results are then discussed for the fabrication of ro-

bust and improved organic electronic devices.

II. PRESSURE-ASSISTED FABRICATION OF OLEDs

OLEDs with a traditional sandwich structure (Fig. 1)

were fabricated at room temperature (�25 �C). The ITO-

coated glass substrates (Delta Technologies, Stillwater, MN)

were cleaned by sonication in methanol, acetone, and isopro-

pyl alcohol for 30 min. The substrates were then further

cleaned in an Ozone Ultraviolet Cleaner for 10 min

(UVOCS, Lansdale, PA).

MoO3 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was deposited on

the cleaned ITO anode using an Edwards E306A thermal

evaporation deposition system (Edwards, Sussex, UK). For

comparison, another group of samples was fabricated with

PEDOT:PSS, instead of MoO3. Baytron P VP Al-4083

PEDOT:PSS (Heraeus Clevios, Hanau, Germany) was

filtered through a 0.2 lm filter for 1 min at a rate of 3000 rev-

olutions per minute (rpm) to further improve its smoothness

and uniformity. Subsequently, the filtered solution was

spin-coated onto the cleaned ITO anode at 1500 rpm for 15 s.

The samples were then cured at 120 �C for 5 min to remove

any residual moisture.

Poly[2-methoxy-5-(20-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene vi-

nylene] (MEH:PPV) (Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), with molecu-

lar weight between 150 000 and 250 000, was used to form

the emissive layer. It was dissolved in chloroform to produce

a 5 mg/ml solution. After stirring the resulting solution for 6

h, it was filtered and then spin-coated onto the hole-injection

layer at 800 rpm for 60 s. The aluminum cathode was ther-

mally deposited onto the emissive layer using an Edwards

E306A thermal evaporator (Edwards, Sussex, UK) operated

at a vacuum of 10�7 Torr. The device area of 3 mm2 was

defined using conventional shadow masks. The resulting

OLED structure had a pattern array of cylinders, with each

cylinder having a radius of �0.98 mm and a distance of

�4 mm between the centers of adjacent cylinders.

PDMS was used to prepare the anvil. The PDMS mix-

ture (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was prepared by mixing a

pre-polymer base with a curing agent. This was done in a

10:1 ratio (by weight) in a petri dish. The resulting mixture

was then cured in a vacuum oven at 80 �C for 2 h. The cured

PDMS anvil was then removed from the petri dish. On top of

the PDMS anvil, a layer of (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2,-tetrahy-

drooctyl)-trichlorosilane (Gelelest Inc., Morrisville, PA) was

deposited as a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) that reduces

the adhesion between the anvil and the device. The SAM

was deposited by vapor deposition. This was done in a desic-

cator at room temperature (�25 �C) for 6 h.

The coated PDMS anvil was then brought into

contact with the device using dead weight. This was used to

apply a pressure between 5.6 MPa and 8.3 MPa to the fabri-

cated OLEDs for 10 min at room temperature (�25 �C).

Subsequently, the pressure was removed from the OLEDs by

lifting up the anvil. It is important to note here that the SAM

reduces the adhesion between the anvil and the device. This

ensures that the anvil and the OLEDs are separated during

the lifting stages.

Electrical characterization of the OLEDs was also car-

ried out before and after pressure treatment. This was done

using a Keithley 2400 broad purpose source meter (Keithley

Instruments, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio). The source meter was

connected to the OLEDs such that current was sourced in the

sweep mode between 0 and 20 mA with a delay of 500 ms.

This specified forward bias current applied in the sweep

mode with a corresponding working turn-on voltage is being

recorded, resulting in current-voltage (J-V) data sets.

The fabrication and characterization of the OLEDs were

all carried out in an ISO Class 7 clean room environment

according to the ISO 14644-1 standards.17

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Nanoindentation

Since the mechanical properties of thermally deposited

MoO3 layers have not been well characterized in the literature,

233703-2 Du et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 233703 (2014)
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nanoindentation experiments were used to measure the

Young’s modulus of MoO3. First, the MoO3 (Sigma-Aldrich,

St. Louis, MO) was deposited onto the surface of glass slides

by thermal evaporation. This was done using an Edwards

E306A thermal evaporator deposition system (Edwards,

Sussex, UK). The resulting MoO3 thin films had thicknesses

of around 25 nm, as measured using a KLA-Tencor P15

Surface Profiler (KLA-Tencor, Milpitas, CA).

Nanoindentation measurements were then carried out on

the MoO3 thin films. The experiments were performed with

a TriboScope nanomechanical testing system (Hysitron Inc.,

Minneapolis, MN), coupled to a Dimension 3100 scanning

probe microscope (Veeco Instruments Inc., Woodbury, NY).

A Berkovich indenter tip, a three sided pyramidal-type tip,

with an included angle of 142.3�, was used for nanoindenta-

tion. This was chosen for its large angle, hence large contact

area, with the samples. The loading profile consisted of the

following three steps: Loading to a peak load in 2 s; holding

at the peak load for 2 s, and returning to zero load in 2 s. A

peak load ranging from 60 lN to 200 lN was applied. To

minimize the possible interactions between adjacent indents,

all the indents were separated by at least 20 lm. Images of

the surfaces (before and after the indentation) were obtained

using a contact-based scanning probe technique.

The indentation depths were generally much greater

than the surface roughness levels. Commonly, for metallic

materials, indentation depths should be at least 20 times

greater than the average surface roughness to minimize the

possible effects of rough surfaces.18 Also, the indentation

depths should be less than 10% of the film thickness to mini-

mize substrate effects.19 This is especially true for films that

are much harder than the substrate. In this study, a range of

peak loads was selected, which generated a range of contact

depths during the indentation experiments. These were used

to study the possible effects of indentation depth. Finally, the

peak loads were maintained for sufficient durations to mini-

mize the possible effects of viscoelasticity on the measured

Young’s moduli.

B. AFM adhesion measurements

AFM adhesion measurements were used to study the ad-

hesion between the hole-injection layer and the emissive

layer, i.e., between MoO3 and MEH-PPV. As a more con-

ventional hole-injection layer material, PEDOT:PSS was

studied for comparison. The adhesion between PEDOT:PSS

and MEH-PPV was also measured.

The filtered PEDOT:PSS solution, described above, was

spin-coated onto glass slides and then cured. The filtered

MEH-PPV solution, described above, was also spin-coated

onto other glass slides. Using a Dimension 3000 AFM

(Digital Instruments, Plainview, NY) under tapping mode,

the root mean square surface roughness of each film was

measured from the surface profile.

Etched silicon contact AFM tips (Veeco Instruments,

Woodbury, NY) were coated with MoO3 (Sigma-Aldrich, St.

Louis, MO) using the same thermal evaporator described

earlier. The AFM tips were also coated with the same filtered

MEH-PPV solution described above. This was done using a

dip-coating technique developed in prior studies by Wolf

et al.20 After coating, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

images were obtained in a FEI XL30 FEG-SEM (Philips,

Hillsboro, OR). These were used to validate the coating and

measure the AFM tip radii from the tip profile.

Contact AFM experiments were performed using the

MoO3 coated tips and the MEH-PPV substrates. They were

also performed using the MEH-PPV coated tips and

PEDOT:PSS substrates. The experiments were performed in

air, over a temperature range of 22–25 �C and relative hu-

midity range of 31%–46%. At least six force-displacement

curves were obtained for each interaction, using the same

Dimension 3000 AFM described earlier. These were used to

measure the deflection of the AFM tips, as they were pulled

off from the substrate. The spring constants of each tip were

measured using the thermal tune method.21 This was done

using a Nanoscope IIIa AFM (Digital Instruments,

Plainview, NY). By substituting the spring constant and the

measured deflections into Hooke’s Law, the adhesion forces

were estimated for the interfaces between the coated tips and

the substrates.

IV. MODELING

A. Adhesion models

There are several existing models describing the adhe-

sion interaction between two spheres. To select the appropri-

ate model, Maugis22 defined a transition parameter, k, which

is given by

k ¼ 2r0

R

pj2c

� �1=3

; (1)

where c is the adhesion energy per unit area; R is the combined

radius given by R ¼ R1R2=ðR1 þ R2Þ, where R1 and R2 are

the radii of the two spheres, respectively; j is the combined

elastic modulus for two spheres in contact, which is given by

j ¼ 4=3½ð1� �1Þ2=E1 þ ð1� �2Þ2=E2�, where E1 and E2 are

the elastic moduli of the two spheres, and �1 and �2 are the

Poisson’s ratios of the two spheres, respectively. By choosing

r0 to match the minimum adhesive stress of a Lennard–Jones

potential with equilibrium separation distance z0, it follows

that d0 ¼ 0:97z0 . The Johnson–Kendall–Roberts (JKR)

model23 applies when k> 5. The Derjaguin–Muller–Toporov

(DMT) model24 applies when k< 0.1. The Maugis–Dugdale

(MD) model22 applies for the intermediate values of k.

For the two extreme cases, the adhesion energy is given

in JKR and DMT theories by

cJKR ¼
2Fad

3pR
; (2)

cDMT ¼
Fad

2pR
; (3)

where Fad can be the adhesion force measured by the AFM

adhesion experiments.

For MD model, the calculation was simplified using an

iterative process, introduced by Carpick et al.25 and further

233703-3 Du et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 233703 (2014)
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developed by Pi�etrement and Troyon.26 Another dimension-

less parameter a was defined and calculated through curve

fitting to be

k ¼ �0:913 lnð1� 1:018aÞ: (4)

A dimensionless adhesion force was defined by

F̂ad ¼
Fad

pcR
: (5)

They also determined empirical equations supplying direct

conversion equations between parameter a and F̂ad by

F̂ad ¼ 0:267a2 � 0:767aþ 2:000: (6)

The AFM force measurement measures Fad. With R and j
known, the adhesion energy can be calculated by solving the

Eqs. (1) and (4)–(6).

The adhesion theories mentioned above have been used

in other studies27–29 to calculate the adhesion energy from

the AFM force measurements.

B. Analytical models of pressure-free contact profile

Dust particles in the typical semiconductor clean room

environment include silicon, iron, aluminum, quartz, textile

polymer, silicone, and photoresist.15 The typical airborne

dust particle diameter ranges from �0.1 to 20 lm.17,30

During the fabrication of organic electronic devices, the dust

particles are interposed between the layers in the devices.

They, therefore, affect the evolution of contact areas between

adjacent layers. It is important to note here, that prior work31

has used transmission electron microscopy and electron

energy loss spectroscopy to reveal dust particles and interfa-

cial gaps between both cold-welded interfaces and the

electron-beam evaporated interfaces.

Several analytical models32,33 are relevant to the study

of contact profile of the initial interfaces around the dust par-

ticles before pressure treatment. Considering the model of a

membrane suspended on top of a particle, a blister forms

under the suspended beam, with a radius, a. Malyshev and

Salganik32 have solved the problem of the classical penny

crack under a plate in bending. According to them, the rela-

tionship between the adhesion energy and the contact profile

can be represented by

c ¼ 2Et3h2

3ð1� �2Þa4
; (7)

where E and � are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of

the membrane material, respectively; t is the thickness of the

membrane; and h is the height of the blister under the beam,

which is equal to the diameter of the interposed particle.

If the thickness of the suspended membrane is much

smaller than the height and the radius of the blister, then

membrane stretching dominates the mechanical energy

instead of membrane bending. Under such conditions, Wan

and Mai33 have shown that the adhesion energy between the

membrane and the substrate is given by

c ¼ Eth4

16a4
: (8)

This model has been used to describe the contact profile of

graphene sheets around silver particles on silicon substrates.34

C. Finite element simulations

Cao et al.15 have studied the evolution of contact areas

between layers that are relevant to cold welding processes.

The evolution of the contact area has also been investigated

for lamination processes in our previous work.16 Hence, as

an extension of prior work, this paper examines the effects

of pressure on contact profiles of OLED structures with

improved MoO3 hole-injection layers that are deposited by

thermal evaporation. Finite element simulations of the

effects of pressure treatment were carried out using the

Abaqus software package (Dassault Systèmes Simulia

Corporation, Providence, RI). The effects of the dust par-

ticles were considered in the simulations of contact between

hole-injection layer (MoO3 or PEDOT:PSS) and the emis-

sive layer (MEH-PPV).

The simulations considered the parts of the devices in

the vicinity of dust particles. Axisymmetric geometries were

used to simplify the cylindrical geometry of the structure.

The simulated part of the structure has a radius of 200 lm.

Also, the thicknesses of the simulated portions of the PDMS

stamp and the glass substrate were all 200 lm. It was

assumed that the other part of the device, which is further

away from the dust particle, has a negligible effect on the

mechanics around the dust particle.

A typical finite element model is presented in Fig. 2. It

shows a PDMS stamp about to compress onto an evaporated

device. Note that the material of each layer is marked in the

figure. The HIL material could be either MoO3 or

PEDOT:PSS. The layer thicknesses are 200 nm, 100 nm,

50 nm, and 200 nm for aluminum, MEH-PPV, HIL, and ITO,

respectively. It has been shown by Moreau17,30 that the di-

ameter of airborne dust particles in a typical semiconductor

clean room environment ranges from �0.1 to 20 lm. The

particles smaller than 0.1 lm increase in size through

FIG. 2. FEA Model for the pressure treatment in the pressure-assisted fabri-

cation of OLEDs. The HIL material could be either MoO3 or PEDOT:PSS.

233703-4 Du et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 233703 (2014)
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agglomeration. The particles greater than 10 lm settle rap-

idly. Most of the airborne migrating particles have a diame-

ter of 1 lm. Therefore, the diameter of dust particle was

chosen to be 1 lm in the calculation. The radius of the blister

was calculated using analytical models described earlier in

this work (Sec. IV B).

A 4-node bilinear axisymmetric quadrilateral element

was used in the mesh. The mesh was dense in the regions

near the dust particle and the contact surfaces. Similar mesh

sizes were also used in the regions near the surface contact

regimes to assure convergence in contact simulation. It was

assumed that all the materials exhibited isotropic elastic

behavior. Young’s moduli were obtained from the nanoin-

dentation experiments described earlier in this work as well

as from prior studies.15,16,35–38 The Young’s moduli and the

Poisson’s ratios of the materials used in the simulations are

summarized in Table I. The Young’s moduli of the various

dust particles that are found in a typical semiconductor clean

room environment are summarized in Table II. The low

moduli of soft dust particles suggest that they will spread

along the interface, and hence do not lead to significant pres-

sure effect. Considering that the hard particles play a domi-

nant role in controlling the contact area, a Young’s modulus

of 70 GPa was used for the calculation.15

The axisymmetric boundary condition was applied at

the symmetry axis (Fig. 2). The bottom of the substrate was

fixed to have no displacements and rotations. The outer edge

of the model was also fixed to have no lateral movement for

continuity. The top of the stamp moved downward. A pres-

sure was applied from the stamp onto the device. For sim-

plicity and for convergence, frictionless contact was

assumed between contact surfaces.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electrical characterization of OLEDs

The current-voltage characteristics obtained for the

OLEDs (both before and after the pressure treatments) are

presented in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), for the MoO3-based and

PEDOT:PSS-based devices, respectively. Each line is an av-

erage of the electric characterization results for three devi-

ces. These show that the current density, for a given voltage,

increases with applied pressure. This is true for both

MoO3-based and PEDOT:PSS-based devices. The results

also show that the applied pressure causes the threshold volt-

age to decrease from �10 V to �6 V in the case of the

PEDOT:PSS-based devices. In the case of the OLEDs with

the MoO3 hole-injection layers, the threshold voltage was

�5 V in a device that was fabricated without the application

of pressure. This is significantly lower than the threshold

voltage of �10 V in OLEDs with the PEDOT:PSS HIL. The

threshold voltage was further reduced to �2 V, following the

application of the pressure to the OLEDs with the MoO3

hole-injection layer, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

TABLE I. Material properties used in the finite element simulations.

Material

Young’s modulus

(GPa) Poisson’s ratio Reference

PDMS 0.003 0.48 35 and 36

Aluminum 70 0.3 37

PEDOT:PSS 1.42 0.3 16

MoO3 64.6 0.3 Current study

MEH-PPV 11.5 0.3 16

ITO 116 0.35 38

Glass 69 0.3 37

Particle 70 0.3 15

TABLE II. Young’s moduli of dust particles in a typical semiconductor

clean room environment, adapted from Ref. 15.

Material Young’s modulus (GPa) Reference

Silicon 75–200 40 and 42

Iron 196 37

Aluminum 70 37

Quartz 70–94 37 and 43

Textile polymer 1–5 44

Silicone 0.001–0.02 35, 36, and 45

Photoresist 1–8 37, 42, and 46 FIG. 3. Current-voltage characteristic for (a) MoO3-based devices and

(b) PEDOT:PSS-based devices before and after pressure treatment.
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The dispersions between each device are described by

the error bars in Fig. 3. The pressure is applied on the devi-

ces using dead weight. The dispersion could be caused by

the unevenly distributed pressure or the impact force. It

could be reduced by better control of the applied pressure

using an mechanical testing machine, such as Instron

machine.

Furthermore, there is a need for long-term studies of the

long-term stability of the OLEDs made with pressure-

facilitated fabrication method. Such studies are needed to

ensure that the applied pressure does not degrade the long-

term performance and stability of the resulting OLEDs. They

are recommended for future work.

B. Nanoindentation and Young’s modulus

Typical scans of the MoO3 thin film surfaces, obtained

before and after indentation, are presented in Fig. 4. In some

materials, the volume under the indenter pushes out into the

sides of the indenter during the indentation to form a pile-up

profile. In those cases, the actual contact depth may be larger

than the measured contact depth.39 The image Fig. 4 shows

that there is no significant pile-up during the indentation of

MoO3 thin films.

The reduced Young’s moduli and hardness values

(obtained over a range of contact depths) are summarized in

Fig. 5. The results suggest that there is no strong correlation

between the contact depth and the reduced Young’s modulus

or hardness. The reduced Young’s modulus and hardness of

MoO3 were measured to be 66.8 6 6.1 GPa and

2.6 6 0.7 GPa, respectively. Hence, the Young’s modulus of

MoO3 was determined to be 64.6 6 6.2 GPa, assuming that

the Poisson’s ratio is 0.3. The measured root-mean-squared

surface roughness for the MoO3 substrate before indentation

is 0.7 6 0.3 nm. The measured indentation depth (at a range

of 9 to 22 nm) is enough to overcome the effects of surface

roughness.18 The measured Young’s modulus of MoO3 is

smaller than that of the glass substrate, which is 70 GPa.37

The results also show that the substrate effects are negligible

when the modulus of the coating is smaller than that of the

substrate, since the plastic deformation is constrained in the

coating layer, as suggested in prior work by Saha and Nix.40

C. Adhesion measurements and adhesion energies

The tip radii of the MoO3-coated AFM tips were meas-

ured to be 157.5 nm from the SEM images. The root mean

squared surface roughness of MEH-PPV substrates was

measured from the surface profile obtained from AFM tap-

ping scans to be 2.2 6 0.7 nm. Contact AFM experiments

were performed using the MoO3 coated tips and the

MEH-PPV substrates. The pull-off force measured by AFM

was 31.8 6 7.8 nN.

Also, the contact AFM experiments were performed

using the MEH-PPV coated tips and PEDOT:PSS substrates.

The tip radii of the MEH-PPV coated tip were measured to

be 222 nm from the SEM images. The root-mean-squared

surface roughness of PEDOT:PSS substrate was measured

from the AFM surface profile to be 0.6 6 0.1 nm. The pull-

off force between the MEH-PPV coated tips and the

PEDOT:PSS substrates was measured to be 59.3 6 8.4 nN.

The Young’s modulus of MoO3 was measured to be

64.6 GPa in this study. The Young’s modulus of MEH-PPV

was measured to be 11.5 GPa in prior studies.16 The com-

bined elastic modulus was calculated, assuming that the

Poisson’s ratios of MoO3 and MEH-PPV were both 0.3. The

combined radius was then calculated by assuming the sub-

strate is a flat surface with an infinitely large radius, since the

surface roughness of the substrate, 2.2 nm, is much smaller

than the radius of the tip, 157.5 nm. The transition parameter,
FIG. 4. Typical surface profiles of MoO3 thin film (a) before and (b) after

nanoindentation measurement.

FIG. 5. Reduced Young’s modulus and hardness of MoO3 thin film meas-

ured by nanoindentation.
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k, was calculated to be in the intermediate range, where the

MD model applies. The adhesion energy was determined to

be 0.0398 J/m2. This was determined by numerically solving

Eqs. (1) and (4)–(6).

In the case of the adhesion interaction between

PEDOT:PSS and MEH-PPV, the Young’s moduli were meas-

ured in a previous study16 to be 1.42 GPa and 11.5 GPa,

respectively. The combined elastic modulus was calculated,

assuming that the Poisson’s ratios of both materials were

both equal to 0.3. The combined radius was determined by

assuming the substrate is a flat surface with an infinitely large

radius, since the surface roughness of the substrate, 0.6 nm, is

much smaller than the radius of the tip, 222 nm. The transi-

tion parameter, k, was calculated to be greater than 5. Thus,

the JKR model applies. Hence, the adhesion energy was cal-

culated by JKR model from Eq. (2) to be 0.0567 J/m2.

D. Evolution of contact profiles under pressure

Several analytical models32,33 are relevant to the contact

profiles between thin layers. Also, most of the dust particles

in the clean room environment have diameters of �1 lm.30

Since thickness of the emissive layer is �100 nm, which is

much smaller than the height of the blister, i.e., the diameter

of the dust particle, stretching dominates the strain energy

and the membrane stretching model applies.33 By substitut-

ing the adhesion energy measured previously (Sec. V C), the

radius of the blister between the emissive layer and the hole-

injection layer was calculated from Eq. (8) to be 6.52 lm for

MoO3-based OLEDs and 5.97 lm for PEDOT:PSS-based

OLEDs, before the application of pressure.

The calculated initial blister radius was incorporated

into the finite element models for the simulation of contact

profile evolution under pressure via the PDMS stamps. A

typical calculated profile of a stamp on a MoO3-based device

(under 14 MPa pressure) is presented in Fig. 6(a). The stamp

has clearly deformed under pressure and made full contact

with the top of the device. Being compressed by the stamp,

the top of the blister deformed and made contact with the

substrate HIL. The radius of the blister decreased, since part

of the internal surfaces of the blister made contact under

pressure. Due to adhesion, the contacted internal surface of

the blister remains in contact after the pressure is removed.

The radius and the area of the blister can be used to charac-

terize the efficiency of the pressure treatment.

It is also important to note that Fig. 6(a) also shows that

the dust particle indent into the substrate HIL, due to the

applied pressure. Hence, the lowest point of the substrate

surface was right beneath the dust particle, while the highest

point of the substrate was at the edge of the model. The

height difference between the highest and lowest points was

defined as the sink-in depth. This was used to characterize

the damage to the device.

The blister radius and area both decreased with increasing

pressure, for either MoO3-based or PEDOT:PSS-based device,

as shown in Fig. 6(b). However, the rate of decrease of blister

radius and the area decreased at higher pressures. This was

especially true when the pressure was greater than 8 MPa. The

blister radius and area are normalized in Fig. 6(c). This shows

that the normalized blister radius and area, for MoO3-based

and PEDOT:PSS-based device, exhibit a similar trend of evo-

lution under pressure. The blister area for both the

MoO3-based and PEDOT:PSS-based devices decreased to

�60% of their initial values when the applied pressure reached

5.6 MPa. Also, the blister area further decreased to �50% of

its initial value, when the applied pressure reached 8.3 MPa.

Fig. 6(c) also shows that the sink-in depth increased

under pressure. The rate of increase also decreased under

pressure. It is important to note here that the MoO3 and

PEDOT:PSS layers have the same initial thickness in the sim-

ulation. However, the sink-in depth into the MoO3 layer is

�4 times smaller than that into the PEDOT:PSS layer. This is

because the Young’s modulus of MoO3 is much greater than

that of PEDOT:PSS. This suggest that the MoO3-based de-

vice is likely to be more resistant to damage than OLEDs

with more compliant PEDOT:PSS hole-injection layers.

In the above analysis, the calculated results were

obtained from a model with a dust particle diameter of 1 lm.

The diameter was chosen as a representative diameter for air-

borne migrating particles in a typical semiconductor clean

FIG. 6. FEA simulation results of (a) predicted contact profile of

MoO3-based device under 14 MPa pressure, (b) the evolution of blister mor-

phology during the pressure treatment, and (c) the normalized blister

morphology.
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room environment.17,30 Also, the Young’s modulus of the

dust particle that was used in the model is 70 GPa. This was

selected because it is representative of hard particles, such as

glass, that have a dominant pressure effect on the contact

profile. The modeling of different specific particles with a

range of diameters and specific Young’s moduli is recom-

mended as an area for future work.

E. Implications

This study shows clearly that the threshold voltages of

OLEDs are improved by pressure application and improved

hole-injection layers. The effects of pressure are attributed to

the closing up of voids or the corresponding increase in the

contact lengths. In any case, the contact lengths increase

under pressure, while the void lengths decrease under pres-

sure, resulting in increased contact area across the interfaces

in the OLED structures. Hence, the lower threshold voltages

in the OLEDs that were fabricated using pressure-assisted

processes are attributed largely to the increased contact area

due to the application of pressure.

Hence, the current work suggests that the current-

voltage characteristics of OLEDs can be enhanced by the

application of controlled levels of pressure in lamination/-

stamping processes. Such pressure may be applied after

using conventional spin-coating and thermal evaporation

techniques to deposit the individual layers in the OLED

structures. However, great care is needed to ensure that the

applied pressure does not result in excessive sink-in, which

can lead to damage of the device. The required balance of

improved contact without excessive sink-in should also be

guided by computational models and some experiments.

It is also important to note that significant improvements

in OLED performance were also associated with the use of

molybdenum trioxide as an improved hole-injection layer.

However, further work is clearly needed to explore the poten-

tial of other transition metal oxides as hole-injection layers in

organic light emitting devices. These include: WO3, NiO, or

V2O5, that have been shown to have the potential to effectively

replace PEDOT:PSS in OLEDs,4–6 OPV cells,2,7 and OTFTs.8

There is also a need to explore a range of deposition

methods for the fabrication of organic layers in polymer-

based devices. These include spin-coating and thermal

evaporation techniques that must be optimized prior to

pressure-assisted fabrication. Such developments could

facilitate the development of fast, low-cost stamping and

roll-to-roll processes41 for the fabrication of organic light

emitting devices. The current work suggests that these are

possible, provided sufficient pressures are applied, without

inducing significant damage (sink-in) in the layered struc-

tures of the devices.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents the results of a combined experimen-

tal, theoretical, and computational study of the pressure-

facilitated fabrication of OLEDs. The OLEDs were fabricated

using a novel HIL material, MoO3, and the more conventional

material, PEDOT:PSS. The current-voltage characteristics of

the devices were measured before and after the pressure

treatment. The results showed a dramatic decrease of the

threshold voltage after the application of pressure. This was

true for both the MoO3-based and PEDOT:PSS-based devices.

In order to study the mechanism of the pressure effects, the

nanoindentation method and AFM techniques were used,

respectively, to measure the key mechanical properties

(Young’s moduli and hardness values) and adhesion energies

of the layers and interfaces. The measured properties were

then incorporated into analytical models for the calculation of

the contact profiles around dust particles interposed between

the HIL and EML. A finite element model was used to simu-

late the evolution of contact profile under pressure. The results

suggest that the application of pressure, to the evaporated or

spin-coated device layers, reduces the blister area surrounding

the interposed dust-particle. This increases the contact area

between the HIL and EML. Since such significant increase in

the contact area would facilitate charge transport across inter-

faces in the OLED structures, we attribute the reduction of the

threshold voltages of the pressure-assisted devices to the

improvement of the charge transport across interfaces with

increased contacts. However, it is important to note that ex-

cessive lamination pressure may also induce device damage

due to the sink-in of dust particles. This suggests the need to

optimize the pressure for improved surface contact without

significant damage.
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